The Apple Project
A project by the Sand Dollars Class (ages 1.5-2.2): Fay Al Roudan, Hanan Al Roomi, Juana ElJabi,
Khaled Al Bassam, Laya Al Dabbous, Meshari Al Osaimi, Mohammad Al Ali, Mohammad Al
Homaizi, Sayer Al Sayer, Shaikha Al Roomi, Sula Al Salem, Zaid Al Otaibi

Phase 1:
Phase 1 of the project included discussions with the children in order to find out what they knew about
apples and what knowledge and experiences they’ve had with apples. After a couple weeks of guided
play and exploration, we were able to observe the children and record any noticings they had about
apples. Then, we helped the children to generate questions to investigate and together we created a
topic web.
Throughout the project, the Sand Dollars were involved in the project work, however, not all of the
children participated in every activity. The children selected activities according to their interests and
worked in small groups to answer questions and explore materials that were important to them.
Furthermore, during some of our outdoor activities, the older children (4-5 years of age) in the Dolphins
class, helped to assist with our project research and engage our younger students in activities.
The following activities took place during Phase 1 of the Apple Project:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Looking at pictures of apple trees
Discussions about apples
Apple stamping activity
Lists of descriptive words
The children made apples and apple trees out of playdough
Apple washing
Sensory table filled with different apple related activities

Vocabulary Introduced:
- Red, yellow, green
- Stem
- Core
- Skin
- Leaf
- Seeds
- Crunchy
- Sweet
- Sour
- Hard
Additional Concepts
Introduced:
- Apple starts with A
- Used to make foods
- Circular shape
- Grows on trees
- Buy in supermarkets
- Counting from 1 to 5

Phase 2:
In this phase of the project, we typically include interactive fieldwork and arranged visiting experts.
However, as we do not have any apple orchards in Kuwait, we compensated for this experience by
exploring and using real apples, reading many books, and watching videos related to the apples. For
example a video about the life-cycle of an apple; how it starts by planting a seed and ends up at the
supermarket ready for us to take home. We made sure to include visual aids and act out what was being
read from the books to further engage the children for a complete learning experience. One of the visual
aids we used was the Topic Web, shown in the below image. We also made a learning journey or
documentation board (shown above). For this, we involved the kids in making crafts related to our topic.
Then we talked about each other’s work and hung our artwork in the classroom.

Taste Graphing
The children were interested in the wide variety of apples, so we conducted a tasting
experiment. They sampled a red, green, and yellow apple during our project. We
recorded which apple they liked best on a graph. On average, most children preferred
the taste of the red apple.

Story - Apples Up on Top
During story time, we read a few books about apples. After listening to a reading of the
fiction book Ten Apples Up on Top by Theo LeSieg, we experimented to see how many
real apples they could carry up on their heads.

Science Experiment
The following experiment took place in the beginning of the week, as we decided to do an experiment to
find out if they could stop an apple from turning brown. We squeezed lemon on one apple and left the
other one plain. We monitored each day how they changed colors.

Results
Nothing: turned brown
Lemon juice: stayed white

Phase 3
Phase 3 of the project is a time for children to share their knowledge and celebrate everything they have
learned. We asked the children how they would like to celebrate the end of our project, and they got
excited at the idea of having a picnic in the garden. Our Sand Dollars helped bake apple muffins, make
apple sauce and apple juice, and serve their friends. They also decorated tables in the garden and set up
for their party! This booklet is a review of all of their work including pictures so you can talk to your
children about what they’ve learned and you can open up conversations with them.

Conclusion
Our first project of the year was a great success! Our Sand Dollars obtained knowledge and developed
positive outlooks towards learning and we’re looking forward to embarking on a new project. Thank you
for participating in your child’s education!

Our Apple Party!

APPLE MUFFIN RECIPE
INGREDIENTS
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1 ¾ cups white whole wheat flour or regular whole wheat flour
1 ½ teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
½ teaspoon baking soda
½ teaspoon salt
1 cup grated apple
1 cup apple diced into ¼” cubes
⅓ cup melted coconut oil or extra-virgin olive oil
½ cup maple syrup or honey*
2 eggs, preferably at room temperature
½ cup plain Greek yogurt
½ cup applesauce
1 teaspoon vanilla extract

INSTRUCTIONS
●

●

●

●

Preheat the oven to 218 degrees. If necessary, grease all 12 cups on your muffin tin with butter or
non-stick cooking spray non-stick cooking spray (my pan is non-stick and doesn’t require any
grease).
In a large mixing bowl, combine the flour, baking powder, cinnamon, baking soda and salt. Blend
well with a whisk. Add the grated apple (if it is dripping wet, gently squeeze it over the sink to
release some extra moisture) and chopped apple. Stir to combine.
In a medium mixing bowl, combine the oil and maple syrup and beat together with a whisk. Add
the eggs and beat well, then add the yogurt, applesauce and vanilla and mix well. (If the coconut
oil solidifies in contact with cold ingredients, gently warm the mixture in the microwave in 30
second bursts.)
Pour the wet ingredients into the dry and mix with a big spoon, just until combined (a few lumps
are ok). The batter will be thick, but don’t worry! Divide the batter evenly between the 12 muffin
cups. Bake muffins for 13 to 16 minutes, or until the muffins are golden on top and a toothpick
inserted into a muffin comes out clean.

